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ERICAN WOMAN'S SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF WOMEN ACCOUNTANTS

others part time, to IAS work. Our Advisory
Board consists of forty outstanding Certified
Public Accountants, business executives,
attorneys, and educators, who counsel with
the IAS Management, on request, about
technical accounting, educational, and busi
ness matters.

• When you are asked to recommend an
accounting course, the educational back
ground of the International Accountants
Society, Inc., will give you complete confi
dence. The five men composing our Execu
tive Educational Committee are responsible
for IAS educational policies and activities.
The sixteen Certified Public Accountants
composing the IAS Faculty prepare text
material, give consultation service, or grade
examination papers. Some give full time.

The uniformly high caliber of these men is
eloquent testimony to the quality of IAS
training.

EXECUTIVE EDUCATIONAL COMMITTEE
President, International Accountants Society, Inc.; Dean, School of Commerce, Accounts
JOHN T. MADDEN
and Finance, New York University; Former President, American Association of Uni
C.P.A., B.C.S., M.A., Sc. D. versity Instructors in Accounting; Former President, American Association of Collegiate

School of Business.

DEXTER S. KIMBALL
M.E., LL.D., D.Sc.

Chairman, Board of Directors, International Accountants Society, Inc.; Dean Emeritus,
College of Engineering, Cornell University; Former President, American Society of Mechani
cal Engineers; author of “Cost Finding," “Industrial Economics," and other textbooks.

LEE GALLOWAY
B.Sc., Ph.D.

Vice-Chairman, Board of Directors, International Accountants Society, Inc.; Former
Chairman, Board of Directors, The Ronald Press Company; Former Director, Department
of Management, New York University; author of “ Office Management" and other textbooks.

GEORGE P. ELLIS
C.P.A.

Practicing Certified Public Accountant; Member of Faculty. International Accountants
Society, Inc.;Former President, Illinois Chamber of Commerce; Former President, American
Society of Certified Public Accountants; Former President, Executives Club of Chicago.

STEPHEN GILMAN
B.Sc., C.P.A.

Educational Director, International Accountants Society, Inc.; author of “Accounting
Concepts of Profit," “Analyzing Financial Statements," “Principles of Accounting,"
“What the Figures Mean," and numerous technical articles on accounting and allied
subjects.

FACULTY
Stanley E. Beatty, C.P.A.

Stephen Gilman, C.P.A.

Harold W. Boedeker, C.P.A
George P. Ellis, C.P.A.
C. W. Emshoff, C.P.A.

John A. Hinderlong, C.P.A.
James W. Love, C.P.A.
Paul H. Moore, C.P.A

Frank H. Murray, C.P.A.
T. N. Perry, C.P.A.
Russell C. Swope, C.P.A.
G. E. Taylor, C.P.A.

J. G. Terry, C.P.A.
G. S. West, C.P.A.
Harry H. Westphaln, C.P.A.
Earl R. White, C.P.A.

Additional information about this training will be sent to you in booklet form, on request.
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EDITORIAL
Although she is a comparatively new
member of AWSCPA, her interest has been
great, and we present her as tax editor with
much pleasure.

SPRING CONFERENCES AND
ANNIVERSARY MEETINGS
This year marks the fifteenth anniversary
of the founding of AWSCPA in Chicago and
the tenth anniversary of the founding of
ASWA in Indianapolis.
Appropriately, a joint regional spring
conference of the two societies will be held
in Indianapolis May 15 and 16, and the an
nual joint meeting will be held in Chicago
September 17 and 18, just preceding the an
nual meeting of the American Institute of
Accountants. The West Coast joint spring
conference will be held in San Francisco
May 22 and 23.
Details of the two May conferences are
not available as we go to press but you are
assured of worthwhile programs. Since they
are held on separate weekends some of you
may be able to make both. Those who have
attended our conferences need no urging.
Those who have not are missing much in
inspiration and opportunities for friendship.
Even the founder of ASWA, Ida Broo,
must be astonished at the size and vigor
which the organization has attained in ten
years.
The exact birthday of AWSCPA, January
4, was observed by the Chicago chapter by
attendance at Sonja Henie’s ice show and
by a dinner at the Normandy House. Those
present included six of the founders.

OLIVER BILL

The New York State Legislature has
voted to repeal the Oliver law, enacted last
year, which empowered the State Education
Department to issue the CPA certificate to
persons forty years of age or over without
examination in certain instances.
The sponsor of the repeal measure de
scribed the Oliver law as “the worst single
bill ever passed by the Legislature, in my
opinion.”
Applications for certification under the
law totaled 987, but only one certificate has
been issued by the Education Department.
The repealer does not debar the applications
made before its effective date, provided the
Education Department passes on them fa
vorably.

WOMEN WORK FROM NECESSITY
Most of the 18,000,000 women now at
work in this country, said Secretary of
Labor Lewis B. Schwellenbach in testimony
before Congress, are holding down jobs be
cause they have to.
The days when women worked “just to
have something to do” or to get “pin money”
are gone, said the Cabinet officer. Now, 84
out of every 100 working women “must work
to support themselves or others.”
Many of these, he said, are war widows
“left with the responsibility of raising
young families, or women who may be the
sole support of aged parents or other rela
tives.”
* *

NEW TAX EDITOR
With this issue a new editor takes over
the Tax News column, Tennie Crews Leon
ard. of Memphis, Tennessee. Mrs. Leonard
has been for more than a year a member of
the public accounting firm of Harry M. Jay
and Associates, of Memphis and Houston.
A graduate of Memphis College, she con
ducts a course in federal taxation in its
School of Business Administration. She is
said to be the first woman to argue a case
before the Excess Profits Tax Council. She
holds CPA certificates from Tennessee, Ar
kansas, Louisiana and Texas.

50% more women work today than worked
before the war. Out of every four workers
in U. S. factories, one is a woman, a total of
3,100,000 of them, according to the Bureau
of Labor Statistics.

Copyright, 1948, by American Woman’s Society of Certified Public Accountants.
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TAX NEWS
TENNIE C. LEONARD, C.P.A., Memphis, Tennessee
compensation is expected to be larger than
compensation that is fixed and definite. It
would not seem to be an unreasonable
business practice for an employer to rec
ognize sacrifices made by employees in the
hard formative days by granting a more
generous compensation in the days that
are lush. Neither the statutes nor the reg
ulations seem to require that this be done,
unless they impliedly contain the concept
that that which is right and that which is
just would also be reasonable.”
It would be nice to be able to report that
the Fifth Circuit, after such a sales talk,
had held that the salaries paid were reason
able, but the sad fact is that it held that
reasonableness of salaries is a question of
fact and not of law and that under the Dob
son rule, the decision of the Tax Court, ad
verse to the taxpayer, must be upheld. (Com
mercial Iron Works, CCA 5th)
* * *
If we appear to be something less than
awe-struck at the wisdom of tax courts in
general in this issue, it may be because we
have just been slapped down in one of our
own cases. The issue involved was the addi
tion to a reserve for bad debts for the years
1942 and 1943. The Commissioner disal
lowed the total additions to the reserve for
those years on the grounds that the existing
reserves were sufficient. By the time the ex
amining officer got around to looking at the
reserve, those accounts that were of dubious
value in 1942 and 1943 had finally been col
lected. The Tax Court’s decision (John Fa-

It has long been an axiom that income
taxes and equity have nothing in common.
It is becoming equally evident that there is
no consanguinity between income taxes and
consistency.
In a decision recently handed down by the
Tax Court (Vander Poel, Francis & Co.,
Inc., 8 TC 407) the Court held that although
a cash basis taxpayer has constructively re
ceived a payment of salary it does not follow
that the cash basis employer constructively
paid the salary, and hence may not deduct
it. The Court conceded that the decision
lacked logic but held that deductions are a
matter of legislative grace and must be
strictly construed. Two judges dissented.
The Court did not, however, attempt to pass
on the source of the income the employee
received.
In another decision, equally inconsistent
but perhaps more understandable (Barbara
M. Lockard, 7 TC 1151), the Court held that
although for gift tax purposes the taxpayer
had made her husband a taxable gift, for in
come tax purposes she had not, and must
pay taxes on the income from the gift.
* * *
It is very seldom that a Circuit Court of
Appeals will take the trouble to figuratively
pat the taxpayer on the back and tell him
he’s right and that he has the Court’s sym
pathy. When the Fifth Circuit Court did
that very thing recently, "Tax Barometer”,
Research Institute of America, and “What’s
Happening” all considered the Court’s dic
tum worthy of quotation. We do too, and
here is what the Court had to say in a case
involving unreasonable compensation:
“The point is often made in tax cases
that the fixing of salaries of the sole stock
holders between themselves and the cor
poration is not an arm’s length transac
tion and therefore should be carefully
scrutinized, but as an apposite to this it
would appear also that the tax gatherers
ought, in appropriate cases, to consider
the fact that the sole stockholders often
not only risk their capital and credit, but
also the loss of their time and effort,
knowing full well that the corporation
must first earn their salaries before they
can be paid, and that salaries of all other
employees must be paid before theirs, and
to that extent their salaries are, more or
less, contingent. Generally, contingent

• The Woman CPA is published bi-monthly
in the interest of accounting, and the progress
of women in the profession.
While all material presented is from sources
believed to be reliably correct, responsibility
can not be assumed for opinions or for inter
pretations of law expressed by contributors.

Published by
American Woman’s Society
of Certified Public Accountants
and
American Society of Women Accountants
342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
Subscription Price—$1.00 Annually

Entered as second-class matter December 19, 1945, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879.
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He had authority to decide that the changes
should be made in that year. Taxpayers will
do well to take cognizance of such tax traps.
When these obscure provisions are over
looked or when changes in method or time
of reporting are made without permission
of the Commissioner, the taxpayer is at the
mercy of the Commissioner. It usually de
velops that there is no mercy and the adjust
ments fall in a year when it will hurt (cost)
the most.
* * *

bick Tractor Company, TC Memo No. 12519)
upheld the Commissioner and stated :
“We have no means of measuring the
actual risk involved in those accounts
which caused concern to the petitioner’s
officers. We do know that those accounts
were collected in full.”
Of course, every tax practitioner is en
titled to a brief period of lamentation over
a lost tax case, but while there was ample
reason for the Court’s decision, we would
have felt so much better if the reason hadn’t
been hindsight applied in 1948 to a 1942
transaction, a method the Tax Court itself
abjured in Apollo Steel Company, TC Memo
opinion, Docket No. 3436.
* * *
Every accountant preparing a tax return
has at one time or another claimed deduc
tions for small amounts as “net cash short
ages”. Usually, when the deductions are
small they are not questioned by the exam
ining officer, but where the amounts are sub
stantial, the taxpayer may be called upon to
prove his loss, and it is necessary to show
the examiner more than the fact that the
books don’t balance. (Nelson, 6 TC 764; Co
lumbia, 21 BTA 1270; Fair Store, 11 BTA
1033; Union Savings, 10 BTA 1175.) But
the First National Bank of Bellflower (10
TC No. 44) proved its loss and was allowed
a deduction of $1,700 for checks returned to
its depositors without having been charged
to their accounts. It took an audit to estab
lish the loss.
* * *
The Commissioner and the Courts fre
quently rely on Code Section 41 in so far as
it relates to computation of net income by
such method as will “clearly reflect the in
come”. However, a recent case, Carver, 10
TC No. 23, has applied Section 41 as it re
lates to computing net income in accordance
with the method of accounting regularly em
ployed in keeping the books of a taxpayer.
Mr. Carver started a printing business in
1909. Until 1925 he kept his books on the
cash basis. In 1925 he adopted an account
ing system developed by the printing indus
try and changed his records over to the ac
crual method; however, he continued to
make his tax returns on the cash basis. In
1941, the Commissioner challenged Mr. Car
ver’s return, relying on Code Section 41,
made adjustments necessary to place the re
turn on the same basis as the books, and in
creased his 1941 tax by $25,000. The Tax
Court in upholding the Commissioner said
that it did not matter why the Commissioner
had failed to make the change prior to 1941.

Code Section 107 provides for special ad
vantages to individuals or partnerships who
receive in one year eighty per cent of the
compensation for services rendered over a
period of three or more years. If the condi
tions of Section 107 are met, the current
year’s tax is computed as if the compensa
tion had been received ratably over the years
in which the services were performed. There
has been considerable doubt in the minds of
tax practitioners as to how the forgiveness
features of the Current Tax Payment Act
affect the computation of long-term compen
sation under Code Sec. 107. They have been
reluctant to accept a Bureau ruling issued in
1945 to the effect that the forgiveness pro
visions of the Current Tax Payment Act
were not to be applied to the 1942 and 1943
portions of the computation of the tax for
1944 under Section 107. All doubt is now
removed as the Bureau has reversed its
ruling of January 11, 1945, and states in a
special ruling released on February 6, 1948
that its present position is that the forgive
ness provisions of the Act may be applied
in computing the tax on long-term compen
sation received in 1944, or a subsequent
year, even though all or part of such income
was earned in the year 1942 and/or 1943.
* * *

A new ruling by the Treasury Department
—IT 3888, 1948-3-12741—will be of particu
lar interest to women. It deals with the situ
ation of a woman with no gross income.
During the taxable year she became a widow
and was remarried to a second husband be
fore December 31st. The Treasury Depart
ment quite generously holds that she was an
exemption on the final return of the de
ceased husband, and also an exemption on
the return of the husband with whom she
was living at December 31st. Thus, one wife
was good for $1,000 in income tax exemp
tions, whereas the wife to whom nothing
ever happens is worth only $500 in exemp
tions.
This ruling is interesting when compared
(Continued on page 13)
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COAST - TO - COAST
MARGUERITE REIMERS, C.P.A.

MARGUERITE GIBB, C.P.A.

Seattle, Washington
tion, presented a most comprehensive out
line of The Functions and Responsibilities
of the Internal Auditor.

ATLANTA
Accounting for Trusts and Estates was
the subject discussed by the member
speaker, Ethleen Lasseter, CPA, at the Feb
ruary meeting. Women lawyers, women in
surance groups and Phi Chi Theta Sorority
were invited to attend the chapter lecture
series in March.

GRAND RAPIDS
Trials of a Securities Commissioner was
the subject of a talk by John B. Martin Jr,
at the January meeting.
In February W. R. Smith spoke on Ob
servation and Experiences in Cost Installa
tion.
New members: Marion Keller; Mary K.
Black; Louise Hill; May Ella Hudson; Anna
Bolthouse; Lois Elaine Ellis; Mary A.
Mead; Mary E. Cooper; Charlene S. Cota;
Genevieve Metsker; Pearl Norris; Elaine
C. Mahaffa; Mary Spaman; Katherine Bry
ant; Trina Vander Ley; Thelma L. Samu
els; E. Charlotte Zimmerman.

CHICAGO
Howard Kroll of Dun & Bradstreet spoke
on Interpretation of Financial Statements
in January. His talk was supplemented by
comments by Harvey Nelson of the Re
construction Finance Corporation.
Development and Control of Overhead
Costs was the subject chosen by K. R. Rickey
of Curtis Lighting, Inc. for the February
meeting.
Evelyn Forsyth, Paula Reinisch and Mar
ion Frye, national officers, spent a week end
in Chicago discussing plans for the Sep
tember convention.

INDIANAPOLIS
Money was the theme of the January and
February meetings. The Stock and Bond
Market was explained by Mr. Fred Kuethe,
and Loans and Credits was the subject of
H. V. Brady, vice-president of the Security
Trust Co. He stated that the CPA, by his
well-ordered reports, has made the banker’s
job much easier.

CLEVELAND
At the December meeting Mary Frances
Pinces, librarian at the Case Institute of
Technology, described the work of women
in the technical library field. In January
Mrs. Arlyn Huston, representing the Cleve
land Life Underwriters Association, spoke
on insurance underwriting as a vocation for
women. At the same meeting Florence Levy,
head dietician at Mt. Sinai Hospital, dis
cussed the opportunities for women in that
field.

LOS ANGELES
Two members, Helen Svendsen and Helen
Hammond, are leaving to join the account
ing staff of the Arabian-American Oil Com
pany in Arabia.
NEW YORK
Accounting Frauds by Employees was the
subject chosen by J. S. Seidman, CPA, for
the February meeting.
Gertrude M. Ruskin, member of the New
York Bar and comptroller of a charitable
institution, spoke in March on Budgets for
Charitable Institutions.

COLUMBUS
S. F. Noggle, chief of the Income Tax Bur
eau, led a timely discussion on Tax Laws at
the January meeting.
Accountants and the Law was the subject
of William E. Knepper, attorney, in Febru
ary.
The speaker for the March meeting was
Miss Viva Booth, head of the Bureau of
Business Research, Ohio State University.

SAN FRANCISCO
The speaker for the Bosses’ meeting in
January was Harold W. Stewart, manager of
the Methods Division of the California Pack
ing Corporation, and instructor at the
Golden Gate School of Management. His
subject was Practical Office Management.
A joint meeting with the Women’s Group
of Underwriters in February featured a

DETROIT
Alexander S. Currie, CPA, a member of
the Tax Commission, addressed the January
meeting on Income Tax.
In February, Earle H. Cunningham, CPA,
general auditor of General Motors Corpora
6

panel discussion with speakers from both
groups.
The March meeting was devoted to Publicrelations, with guests from the University
of California.
SEATTLE
The talks at the January meeting on In
come Tax were continued at an informal gettogether in February with a discussion led
by Helen Wilkie, CPA.
When You’re Through Changing, You’re
Through was the provocative title of a talk
by Loring McDonald, expert on business
management, at the March meeting.
TERRE HAUTE
Betty Banks of the Merchant’s Credit As
sociation, and a chapter member, spoke on
Credit at the January meeting.
Women in Legislation was the subject of
a talk by Inez Morris of Indiana State
Teachers’ College in February. Some time
was also given to a discussion of income tax
questions.
*
TOLEDO
Mirrorscope is the name given to>Toledo’s
chapter bulletin, presenting Toledo as the
glass center of the world.
Paul Brooks of Brooks Insurance Agency
spoke at the January meeting and Roy G.
Bowersock, from Wideman, Madden, Dolan
& Co., spoke on taxes in February.
Just a year old, Toledo chapter has already
been written up in the Toledo Sunday Times.
NEW WOMEN CPA’s
Congratulations to the following success
ful candidates:
GEORGIA: Miss Altha Myrl Thompson,
25 Roanoke Ave. N. E., Atlanta (member of
Atlanta chapter) ; Mrs. Elizabeth Sterling,
Grand Theatre Bldg., Atlanta.

LOUISIANA: Mrs. Nellie J. Fairclough,
2402 Nashville Ave., New Orleans.
MARYLAND: Mary Jane Kaltenbach,
3902 Juniper Rd., Baltimore 18; Ruth An
gela McEvoy, 16 Mallow Hill Ave., Balti
more 29; Laura Estella Mech, 138 South
Potomac St., Baltimore 24; Estelle M. Moss,
2800 Guilford Ave., Baltimore 18; Margaret
Marie Schaub, 712 Winston Ave., Baltimore
12; Elsie Formwalt Young, 3902 Maine Ave.,
Baltimore 7.
NEW HAMPSHIRE: Alice Peckham, 30
South Main St., Concord.
NEW JERSEY: Ida Louise Gilchrist, 19
Elliot St., Newark, (May 1947) ; Eleanor
Keplar, 28 Christie Ave., Clifton; Clare R.
Pettie, 405 East 54th St., New York, N. Y.;
Arlene E. Stern, 425 East 28th St., Pater
son; Mildred Teitz, 21 Jarvis Pl., Trenton.
TEXAS: Cecilia Lighter, 971 Gardenia
Dr., Houston 8; Oleta Myrl Gomillion, 1505
Lawson, Houston 5; Betty Fagan, 3823 Mar
lowe, Houston 5; Sarah Ann Llewellyn, 2208
Westgate, Houston.
WASHINGTON: Audrey Mabee, 4415
Eastern Ave., Seattle 3 (member Seattle
Chapter) ; Isabel Mason, 417 13th Ave. N.,
Seattle 2 (member Seattle Chapter) ; Rachel
Faucher, 1616 Taylor Ave., Seattle 9.
SYMPATHY
Sincere sympathy is extended to Ruth
Clark, first vice president of AWSCPA, for
the recent loss of her mother.
CONGRATULATIONS
Two members of AWSCPA and of the
San Francisco chapter ASWA were recently
married, Helen J. Maddex, who is also a na
tional past president of ASWA, to William
A. Cunningham, and Adele Morse, to J. Lee
Ahart.
Our heartiest good wishes to all.

IDEA EXCHANGE
PHYLLIS M. HAAN, Grand Rapids, Michigan
attempt to analyze it. Make a note of the
PERSONNEL PROBLEMS
We all talk about personnel problems— reasons for vexation—if you recognize them
what are you doing about them? Take a in yourself, do something about it. Why cul
minute and jot down some of the reasons tivate something you can’t stand in your as
why you feel there is cause for dissension sociates? Habits can be changed; all one
in your office. How many of these reasons needs is the will to do it.
Psychologists say that there is a dire need
can you associate with yourself? When they
for
better human relations in the home and
are actually listed on paper, chances are you
in school, business and industry. As one
are guilty of a portion of them.
Has it ever occurred to you that the reason means of determining how to improve hu
we are sometimes irritated with certain in man relations in the field of your work, try
dividuals is because they possess the same the following: Set up a 3"x5" or larger
bad qualities that we ourselves possess? card for each employee, showing name, ad(Continued on page 9)
We are unconscious of that fact unless we
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DEPLETION AND THE FEDERAL INCOME TAX
By HELOISE BROWN, C.P.A.
The question of who is entitled to a deple and another entitling the latter to purchase
tion allowance has puzzled taxpayers who the product upon production or to share in
own an interest in oil and gas properties the net income derived from the interest of
ever since the passage of the first income such owner does not convey a depletable eco
tax law. This is clearly shown by numerous nomic interest.
court cases over a period of years—many
Authority for allowance of the deduction
of which have been carried to the Supreme to the owner of an economic interest is con
Court of the United States.
tained in the Regulation under Section
Section 23 (m) provides that there shall 29.23(m)-1. This regulation is based upon
be allowed as a deduction in computing net a decision of the Supreme Court rendered
income in the case of mines, oil and gas in the case of Palmer vs. Bender which
wells, other natural deposits, and timber, a stated, in effect, that if a person is entitled
reasonable allowance for depletion and for to a share of the oil and gas in place or a
depreciation of improvements. Section 114 right to share in it upon production, he has
prescribes the bases upon which deprecia an economic interest and is entitled to a
tion and depletion are to be allowed.
depletion allowance. This point was further
Under such provisions, a taxpayer who defined by the Supreme Court in the case of
retains an “economic interest” in the miner Helvering vs. Bankline Oil Company as not
als, etc., in place may take a depletion al including a mere economic advantage de
lowance. An economic interest is possessed rived from production, through a contrac
in every case in which the taxpayer has ac tual relation to the owner, by one who has
quired, by investment, any interest in min no capital investment in the mineral deposit.
eral in place or standing timber and securi Thus the mere ownership of an economic in
ties, by any form of legal relationship, in terest in oil and gas in place is actually a
come derived from the severance and sale capital investment. The fact that one owns
of the mineral or timber, to which he must a share of the oil and gas underlying a cer
look for a return of his capital. But a per tain property and is to depend upon the pro
son who has no capital investment in the duction from that property in order to get
mineral deposit or standing timber does not any use of it permits the owner of such an
possess an economic interest merely because, interest to deduct an amount for depletion
through a contractual relation to the owner, in arriving at his net taxable income from
he possesses a mere economic advantage de the property.
rived from production. Thus, an agreement
A taxpayer who makes an outright sale
between the owner or an economic interest has no further right to a depletion allow
ance. The Supreme Court has also held that
the outright seller of an oil lease is not
thereafter entitled to a depletion allowance,
Heloise Brown, national president
though he may have retained a right to fur
of AWSCPA, conducts a public acther payments out of the income from the
counting practice in Houston, Texas,
property (Helvering vs. Elbe Oil Land
where the problems of the oil industry
Development Company). The court found
are a major concern. During the war
that there had been an outright sale with
years she served the Butcher-Arthur
out retention of any investment in the prop
Interests in Houston. She has filled
erty, and depletion was therefore not allow
many posts in AWSCPA, always with
able. In an earlier case—that of Commis
efficiency, and has received well-de
sioner vs. Fleming—the Fifth Circuit Court
served recognition both in Houston
ruled that where gas and oil leases were sold
and in the national affairs of our
for a fixed sum plus a part of the lessee’s
group. She is a previous contributor
share in the oil and gas produced, depletion
to The Woman C.P.A.
was allowable as to the reserved share but
Mary Hardin-Baylor College, from
not as to the initial payment. The Supreme
which she was graduated, in 1945 hon
Court refused to hear an appeal. A lessee
ored her as having achieved distinction
who transfers his interest in the property
in the field of business administration,
but retains an overriding royalty is entitled
and upon election to the presidency of
to the deduction. It is immaterial whether
AWSCPA she was named Houston’s
the transfer is by assignment or by sublease.
Business Woman of the Year.
A lessor or a sublessor who retains a right
8

to royalties from oil produced has such an amount received, the same as if it had been
economic interest as will entitle him to a produced. If, however, the property should
depletion allowance.
fail to produce oil or gas, and if it should be
Where a lessee agrees that he will pay a abandoned by the operator, thereby revert
minimum royalty, even though the minerals ing to the owner, then the amount of deple
covered by that royalty are not extracted, tion taken as a deduction on the tax return
the lessor is entitled to depletion to the same of the taxpayer at the time the bonus was
extent as if the minerals had been removed. received, must be shown as income during
No further deduction is allowed, of course, the year which the property was abandoned.
when actual removal takes place, and if the
The law provides that “in the case of
minerals are not extracted at all, and the property held by one person for life with
lease is terminated, the lessor must adjust remainder to another person, the deduction
his capital account by restoring the deple shall be computed as if the life tenant were
tion deductions made in prior years and a
corresponding amount must be returned as the absolute owner of the property and shall
income for the year in which the termina be allowed to the life tenant.” In the case of
property held in trust the allowable deduc
tion occurs.
tion
shall be apportioned between the income
Advance royalties or oil bonuses are sub
ject to a depletion allowance. The courts, beneficiaries and trustee in accordance with
in such case, have held that the landowner the pertinent provisions of the instrument
receiving the bonus simply receives oil roy creating the trust, or, in the absence of such
alties in advance, and that he is therefore provisions, on the basis of the trust income
entitled to a deduction for depletion on the applicable to each.

IDEA EXCHANGE (Continued from page 7)
dress, age, date of employment, etc. In the you the healthy or unhealthy condition of
body of the card list the many jobs which each department or job, or the need for fur
the employee can perform. If she is an of ther personnel or training to keep each and
fice employee, can she file—can she take dic every job up to date at all times. How many
tation—what is her approximate typing times we hear complaints of results being
speed—can she do statistical work—can she late because of illness on the part of an in
handle a complete set of books—can she dividual and the lack of trained personnel
work with customers over the phone—can to step in and keep the work active. Personal
she sell—can she take responsibility—could contacts will play a big part in alleviating
you send her out on an assignment un such situations—so many times we aren’t
fully conscious of the many jobs our em
assisted—is she a leader, etc.
Periodically, interview these individuals ployees can or do perform, and with this con
and check to see if this list is accurate and trol card picture, stress may be placed on
up to date. Get their viewpoints as to why the weak spots, and the highly capable in
they do or don’t like their jobs. Analyze dividuals we were not entirely aware of
these viewpoints. We should all welcome and will be given the recognition due them.
certainly profit from constructive criticism.
Another Use for Card Records
Don’t allow yourself to develop personal
So often the program chairman of an or
prejudices—get the facts from the individu ganization finds that there is a repetition
als themselves; many of us are much too of the programs of the previous year, due to
willing to believe what we hear. Deal with lack of knowledge of the previous speakers
your employees as you would want a superior and subjects. A card containing the name,
to deal with you. Also list the clubs each be date, topic, brief review of the educational
longs to and the offices held; encourage such background and activities of the speaker,
contacts, for they will not only broaden etc., alphabetically filed, would not only be
and enrich your employee’s life, but will in of aid to the current program chairman, but
directly attract attention to yourself and would serve as a history of the organiza
your business.
tion’s programs.
On the reverse side of the card, record the
WOMEN AT UN
interview dates.
For a recapitulation of these employee
Twenty-two women from 13 countries are
cards, prepare a control card listing all the representing their governments as dele
jobs available; indicate opposite these jobs gates, alternates, or advisors at the current
the number of people trained to perform second session of the United Nations Gen
them. At a glance this control card will show eral Assembly.
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Ethleen Lasseter ivas president of AWSCPA in the year
1945-6 and has served the society in many posts, one of which
was editorship of The Woman C.P.A.

Miss Lasseter is trust auditor for the First National Bank of
Atlanta. Her record of thirty years service with that bank has
afforded her wide experience in all phases of commercial
banking and trust work. She has contributed many articles on
banking, accounting and other subjects to various national
publications.
For many years she has been prominently identified with
national and local affairs of the American Institute of Banking,
has been president of the Atlanta chapter and chairman of
the National Woman's Committee, and is one of the few women
to have been appointed Associate Councilman.
She is a member of ASWA, the Georgia Society of Certified
Public Accountants, the National Association of Cost Account
ants and the American Institute of Accountants. She was
instrumental in the organization of Atlanta chapter ASWA.

APPLICATIONS FOR TABULATING
EQUIPMENT
By ETHLEEN LASSETER, C.P.A.

The remainder of the entire job is done
automatically by various machines.
Balance cards indicate name of borrower,
loan number, next due date, amount of
monthly payments, amount of final payment,
payment number, and unpaid balance.
Original balance cards of loans are proved
on the multiplying punch machine on which
new balance cards are produced as pay
ments are received. The multiplier (or so
it is called though actually it adds, subtracts
and divides as well) computes the new un
paid balance, raises the month due (num
bers are used for months instead of names)
and payment number by one; also, punches
the new balance card.
As new balance cards are made, old bal
ance cards are placed in another file under
loan numbers until final payments are made,
when all balance, or payment, cards are
listed in duplicate on the tabulating ma
chine. One copy constitutes the ledger
record and is so filed. The other copy con
stitutes the history of the loan and is placed
in the customer’s file.
The complete flexibility of tabulating
equipment is illustrated in the ingenious
methods through which exceptions may be
handled. Quite frequently the amount of
the final payment of an installment loan is
different from the amount of regular
monthly payments. To take care of that,.

Several issues ago a request was made
through the Idea Exchange for information
concerning uses for tabulating equipment,
with special mention of labor savings ef
fected and unusual applications. Perhaps,
then, a bit of case history of The First
National Bank of Atlanta would be of inter
est since its tabulating department is rated
as one of the most progressive in the country
as to both number and variety of applica
tions.
Originally, the First National adopted
punched card accounting as a more expedi
tious method of handling installment loans.
The almost unlimited advantages of the
flexibility of tabulating equipment were
recognized immediately. It was recognized
also that only capacity production would
justify the rental of the variety of machines
required to handle the complete loan job.
As a result, many other applications evolved.
Now the tabulating department is the very
lifeblood of operations of the entire bank.

INSTALLMENT LOANS
For installment loans, the tabulating de
partment does a complete accounting job—
and far more. The only manual punching
required is in making name and address
cards and balance cards for new loans,
which are made at the rate of about 120
daily, and payments of irregular amount.
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the regular procedure of the multiplier, in
proving original balance cards, is to multi
ply the amount of the regular monthly pay
ment by the number of payments due minus
one, and to add the amount of the final pay
ment, even if the final payment should be
the same amount as the regular monthly
payment. If a payment of an irregular
amount should be made, the amount paid and
a special X are manually punched into the
balance card in a field left blank for that
contingency. The X causes the multiplier,
when producing new balance cards, to skip
the amount in the regular monthly payment
field and subtract instead the amount in the
irregular field.
Despite the incredible accounting job
done, that actually constitutes only a small
part of the advantage of tabulating equip
ment in handling installment loans. One
of the outstanding advantages, and one of
the more unusual applications, is making
coupon payment books that are essential in
handling installment loans. From the origi
nal balance card, a combination gang punch
and reproducing machine, equipped with a
special retrogressive dating device, produces
coupons, at the rate of 100 per minute, for
each installment payment due. For these
coupons, cards of ordinary size perforated
vertically in the middle are used. The in
formation required is confined to the right
half of the card. After cards have been
proved, the left half, except for a half inch
next to the perforation for binding, is cut
off and the cards are bound in a book cover
with a very simple wire stitching machine.
This has proved to be the most satisfactory
type of coupon book of the many types
tried prior to this installation.
The real pay-off with installment loans,
however, comes in the provision for follow
ing delinquent payments which is completely
automatic. From balance cards, the multi
plier computes the amount of delinquent
service charges at the rate of 5 cents for
each $1.00 of payment due, the machine
being controlled to limit the charge to the
maximum of $2.00, and creates a new
amount due. Multicopy notices to borrow
ers, containing as much information as
could be covered in a three-paragraph letter,
are produced on the tabulator.
It would be difficult to estimate the labor
saving in this application because of the
increase in volume since it was adopted.
There are, however, 15,000 loans as present
with payments running as high as 1,2001,500 on peak days and the entire job re
quires 1½ clerks time.
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SPECIAL CHECKING ACCOUNTS
From the standpoint of volume, the larg
est application is that of special, or pay-asyou-go, checking accounts. It is a so-called
natural for tabulating equipment, with the
highest production rate in the department.
Except for account name and address cards,
which are used only quarterly when state
ments are prepared for customers, the job
is completely numeric.
Accounts are controlled entirely by ac
count number.
Daily transaction cards
require manual punching in only two fields,
account number and amount, and are made
at the rate of 400 per hour. The date is
gang-punched.
In addition to the sorter, extensive use is
made of the collator in selecting and inter
filing balance cards affected by transactions
of the day; also, in filing new balance cards
and transaction cards in their respective
files. As the daily journal is being listed,
new balance cards are produced automati
cally on a summary punch which is con
nected to the tabulator with a cable.
Customer statements, rendered quarterly
on a cycle basis, are produced on the tabu
lator. Approximately 250 statements are
prepared daily. They are made in duplicate,
the carbon copy constituting the ledger rec
ord. When statements are prepared, post
cards, made in continuous form, are ad
dressed also on the tabulator, notifying
depositors that their statements are avail
able at the statement window.
Approximately 17,000 accounts with an
average of 4,500 transactions daily are han
dled on this basis, requiring the full time
of four clerks. With any other type of
equipment, it is estimated that 10 bookkeep
ers would be required.
PERSONAL TRUST WORK
The most extensive application in the
bank is that of the personal trust division.
It has two major distinctions. Alphabetic
description required by far exceeds numeric.
Standard type ledger sheets are posted daily
on the tabulator. Either might be consid
ered a deterrent to punched card accounting.
While production is not as great with those
features, it still is greater than it would be
with other types of equipment. Moreover,
personal trust work permits a wider variety
of uses of the same cards than any other
application.
Daily transaction cards are used for:
(1) listing daily journals; (2) posting
ledgers; (3) beneficiary or customer state
ments; (4) fee schedules; (5) income tax
transcripts.

Security name and balance cards, filed ac figures of current month with the same
cording to account number and then secur month of the previous year, and year to
ity, constitute the asset ledger of trust ac date figures with the same for the previous
counts. They are used with transaction year.
Dormant savings accounts—ledger rec
cards for journals, ledgers and statements
mentioned above; also, in preparation of ords are maintained under two controls: ac
counts with balances under $5.00 (approxi
audit reports and investment reviews.
A duplicate set of the same security name mately 55,000 accounts) on which no inter
and balance cards, filed by security number est is paid; other accounts (approximately
and then account, constitutes a security 8,000 accounts) on which interest is paid,
ledger. Without facilities for automatic the amount being calculated semiannually
reproduction and rearrangement of cards, a on the multiplier.
Stationery and supplies—ledger records
security ledger would be prohibitive. Cards
in it are used to produce: (1) security re and audit control are maintained with auto
views; (2) intangible tax returns; (3) pre matic inventories whenever needed of the
determined income cards for dividends and 750-800 items carried in the stock room to
bond interest receivable. The last men supply the bank’s need.
Securities owned by the bank—complete
tioned not only eliminates typing entry tick
ets in the trust department for the vast ledger records are maintained, including
majority of income items but also greatly handling monthly accrual of income and
facilitates continuous audit control main amortization of bond premiums.
Safe-deposit box rent control and billing
tained over trust income.
The entire personal trust job requires —file is maintained of record cards for each
only an average of
clerks time. As an box, indicating box number, due date, rental
example of labor saving that can be effected, rate, tax, and total amount due, from which
income tax transcripts, which furnish totals cards are selected monthly by machine and
of the various classifications of income and customer statements are prepared at rate of
deductions required for both Federal and 25 a minute for box rent due. Carbon copies
state income tax returns, require for calen of statements furnish records needed by
dar year accounts approximately 6 hours the Safe Deposit department.
Employees group insurance—all records
for sorting and 15 hours for listing at the
end of December, and for fiscal year ac needed by the bank or the insurance com
counts, 4 hours at the end of each of the pany are maintained in the tabulating de
other months. Without tabulating equip partment, with annual statements to the
ment, compiling information for approxi insurance company.
F.H.A. title II and mortgage loans, and
mately 750 returns filed annually for trust
accounts would require the full time the year veterans loans—all records and statements
around of at least one clerk of the caliber to are prepared somewhat similarly to install
ment loans previously described but are
do tax work.
handled separately because of special fea
MISCELLANEOUS APPLICATIONS
tures involved.
Deferred exchange billing—ledger rec
Limitation of space here precludes more
than scant mention of many other interest ords are maintained and monthly statements
are prepared for depositors who prefer to
ing uses of tabulating equipment.
Dividend checks—for accounts in which have their exchange handled on a monthly
the Corporate Trust division serves as divi basis.
Note interest accruals—accrual of inter
dend disbursing agent, amount of dividend
for each stockholder is computed and checks est on commercial and installment loans is
are filled in, using checks made in continu greatly facilitated through tabulating pro
ous form with carbon copies which serve as cedure.
Business development—interview history
registers and journals.
Demand loan billing—amount of interest of customers and prospects is maintained
due is calculated and monthly statements and reports are produced showing name of
the customer or prospect, type of contact,
are prepared.
Employee payroll records—pay slips, number of contacts by month for previous
O.A.B. and withholding tax reports, and year, exact date of most recent contact and
name of the officer making the contact.
W-2 forms are prepared.
Earnings and expenses—monthly state
TABULATING DEPARTMENT
ments are prepared for each branch and
Personnel of the tabulating department
department, and combined statement for the
bank as a whole, indicating comparative consists of a manager and ten operators.
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Machines used include 3 alphabetic tabula
tors, 2 collators, 1 sorter, 1 multiplying
punch, 1 alphabetic interpreter, 1 reproduc
ing summary punch, 1 combination gang
punch and summary punch, 3 alphabetic
key punches, 1 numeric key punch and 1
numeric verifier.
There are 14 permanent plug boards used
on the tabulators. Some are used for two
or more applications by simple changes in
an auxiliary panel which gives flexibility to
the boards.

In addition to labor savings, there is a
corresponding saving in supervision and
floor space. Another distinctive advantage
lies in the overall effect of smooth running
operation on morale. Moreover, the fact
that punched card accounting is handled by
a department entirely independent of de
partments in which entries originate greatly
facilitates internal audit control.
Altogether, advantages seem to equal
uses, and the uses to which tabulating
equipment may be put are as broad as the
imagination of management.

TAX NEWS (Continued from page 5)
with IT 3832, CB 1947-1, 28, which holds
that no husband is entitled to exemptions
for two wives, even though he supported
both of them during the year, and not even
one wife if the second claims her own ex
emption.
This sort of thing must have implications
of some kind, but just what they are is be
yond us. What conclusions do you draw
from the Treasury’s reasoning?
* * *

DETECTION OF IRREGULARITIES
Failure to observe the precaution of send
ing out confirmation requests in their own
envelopes caused auditors to muff a short
age in the accounts of one of their clients.
The treasurer of the corporation, whose
offices were outside New York City, re
corded on the corporation’s books an ac
count in the name of a fictitious bank in
New York. He then from time to time mis
appropriated funds and recorded such funds
as transfers to this fictitious bank. There
were so few transactions in the account
that it was regarded as dormant.
The auditors regularly sent out requests
for confirmation of all bank balances, but
mailed them in the client’s envelopes. When
the envelope was returned to the client as
undeliverable, the treasurer received it,
completed the confirmation, signed a ficti
tious name as representing an official of
the bank, inserted the confirmation in the
return envelope, and took it to New York
and mailed it to the auditors.
The shortage was disclosed when new
accountants took over and followed the es
tablished procedure of mailing all confirma
tion requests in envelopes bearing their
own corner imprint.
* * *
PRONOUNCE IT CORRECTLY
Considering the vast number of manufac
turing concerns which employ public ac
countants, it is really too bad that any of us
should mispronounce the word manufacture
and its derivatives. Along with millions of
other Americans, we too often pronounce
the u as if it were a and say man a fac ture.
The u should be clearly pronounced; as,
man you fac ture.
Government is a word with a large place
in the accountant’s conversation. Close lis
tening will reveal that a large number of
us drop the n, pronouncing it gov er ment.
Let’s not cheat the government out of one of
its letters.
Jennie M. Palen

The Treasury Department has finally
been able to count the individual income tax
returns filed in 1945 and finds there were
49,965,474 of them, an increase of 6.1% over
1944. The tax liability shown by the returns
was $17,050,378,000, an increase of 5.1%
over 1944. This would mean an average of
$341.24 per return, but a great many of the
returns showed no tax liability at all, or
even refunds due. The Treasury Depart
ment estimates that of a total of 52,800,000
returns of all kinds filed in 1946, 14,100,000
were not taxable. The Treasury Department
estimates that the tax reduction bill now
before Congress would remove 6,300,000
persons from the tax rolls, but that still
leaves a lot of tax returns to be filed.
* * *

Now that the Tax Department, 1948 Se
ries, has been launched, we hope in future
issues this year to discuss current rulings
and decisions of general interest as they ap
pear, to disseminate such news as comes to
hand of new theories and methods in tax
work, with particular emphasis on what Mr.
J. K. Lasser calls “tax craftsmanship”
rather than on the finer points of the legal
lore of taxation. If you’ve had an interest
ing or unusual experience in taxation, share
it with us; if you have questions, send
them in. We’ll try to find someone who can
answer them.
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WHAT'S NEW IN READING
THEIA A. GEBBIE, Beverly Hills, California
OR FORFEIT FREEDOM, by Robert
Wood Johnson. (Doubleday and Company,
Inc., Garden City, New York, 1947. 271
pages. $2.50.)
The full title of this book is “People Must
Live—And Work Together Or Forfeit Free
dom,” and the stress here is on work. It is
a labor-management treatise that points a
finger directly at private enterprise to bear
responsibility for social and economic con
ditions of the future, for good community
relations, and for decent working conditions.
Mr. Johnson emphasizes the need for a
reasonable wage. What is the sense of pay
ing substandard wages, only to meet the rest
of our bill by taxation and charity? Is it
fair to standard-paying industries and the
■community that some employers pay a low
scale which must be supplanted by aid in
order that the employee eke out a trivial
existence?
Says Mr. Johnson, workers must have a
Chance to develop in their jobs and to know
their work is appreciated; management
must be given cooperation when putting into
action the new ideas that mean better work
ing conditions and greater productivity;
and labor unions must broaden their vision
to include the effect of their demands upon
the community as well as the immediate
benefit of members.

The author states the book was written in
the belief that the men who have built
American labor unions will, in the eyes of
history, be considered important American
pioneers. Whatever our thinking with re
gard to their philosophy or tactics, he gives
us more understanding of the causes which
give rise to the need for them.

WHISPERING HILL, by Martha Albrand.
(Random House, New York, 1947. 265
pages. $2.50.)
Forty-six-year-old Nora Sedley is a
young-looking widow who ran her dead hus
band’s newspaper quite competently in order
to give her son Lucas a secure background.
Although respected and admired (and loved
after their fashion by two of the village
bachelors), it is probable that no one com
pletely understood Nora, not even herself.
She had a driving force of protectiveness
toward her son in his childhood that grew
to a suffocation of his personality that al
most ruined his life. She endeavored to
bend the boy to her will as she never was
able to do with his father, and to press her
judgment on the living for errors of a past
generation.
She almost upset the son’s marriage by
her actions, and was more concerned about a
resolve rooted in hate for her husband than
in
happiness for their boy. There are sus
THE DARK SHIP, by Richard O. Boyer.
(Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 1947. pense and drama to the very end of this tale
and, while an intense dislike of the heroine
304 pages. $2.75.)
A troop transport boat that carried Amer is natural, the reader is compensated with
ican soldiers to and from battlefronts dur fine characterization and a grand story.
ing the war is here titled, “The Dark Ship.”
70 MILES FROM A LEMON, by Haydie
Not only are the individual personalities of
Yates.
(Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston,
those shipping on the transport told in the
vivid manner that gained fame for the au 1947. 235 pages. $3.00.)
The unusual adventures of a New York
thor with his profiles in The New Yorker,
but incidents are related which acquaint couple who tired of the big city’s turmoil
those of us who stayed home with the hard and turned to ranching in Montana are told
ships and danger en route, the close quar with warmth. They settled in the heart of
ters, the food, the pastimes aboard. Captain Crow Indian Reservation in the Big Horn
Watkins, for instance, figured real estate Mountains, and started out by building a
tax problems. “That’s how I rest,” he log cabin, not realizing then that the ori
ginal settlers built this type because there
claimed.
Here, too, are the history of the rise of was no cut lumber and not because it was
the National Maritime Union and quite per the easiest way. The first winter they were
sonal glimpses of those who are its leaders. snowed in with only occasional visitors and
As one man might say he fired the first shot short rationings. And this was not too far
at Gettysburg, so one of these veterans of from the warmer climes—only 70 miles from
the seamen’s union says with pride, “I was a lemon!
Their ultimate success before the drought
the first man to sit down on a Standard Oil
of later years makes good reading.
tanker.”
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Two Booklets
of timely interest to Accountants
In anticipation of the next C. P. A. Exam

inations, we offer the two booklets illus
trated — for their practical and informative
value, both to examination candidates and to
practitioners desiring to review the subject
on their own account.

“C. P. A. Examinations and How to Prepare
for Them” is a handy 80-page summary pre
pared by the LaSalle Higher Accountancy
Staff, which covers, in five parts, “Accounting
Degrees and the Profession” — “How to
Prepare in Special Subjects” — “Important
General Suggestions” — “How to Take the
Examination”—and “C. P. A. Laws and
Regulations.” These headings clearly indicate
its scope and usefulness.
“Requirements for the C. P. A. Examinations
and the Practice of Public Accounting” is a
compact 32-page companion booklet, pocketsize, recommended for its thorough sum
marizing of qualification requirements in
any part of the United States and Canada.
It also outlines in brief the LaSalle Training
for C. P. A. and other examinations, as well
as LaSalle’s Higher Accountancy training
proper.

Fill in
and
send
the
coupon
NOW

Consistently increasing enrollment, both for
the regular training and for C. P. A. Coach
ing, indicates the reputation for capable and
up-to-the-minute instruction which we be
lieve LaSalle has deservedly earned — both .
within the profession and outside. We invite
correspondence on any phase of the subject in
which the reader may be interested.
Meantime,you mayfind these twobookletshelpful, either
immediately or asfile reference material. The coupon
is for your convenience, and involves no obligation

LaSalle Extension University—Dept. H-643
A Correspondence Institution—417 S. Dearborn, Chicago 5, Ill.
Please send me, without obligation, the literature
I have checked in the spaces indicated below

□ Check here for C. P. A. Examination booklets.
□ Also send literature on your Higher Accountancy training.

Name............................................. . ...................................................
Address.................................... ..........................................................
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